Day of introduction
HANG-, PARA- OG SPEEDGLIDING

Introduction to:

□ Hanggliding □ Paragliding □ Speedgliding

Disclaimer for day of introduction to Hang-, Para- or Speedgliding
1. Information
On a day of introduction, you will be given the possibility to try out hang-, para- or speedgliding under supervision.
We will walk you through basic start- and landingtechniques in theory and practice and most will during their
attempts experience being lifted off the ground for the first time. For your own safety it’s important to use a
helmet, gloves and supportive boots.
This opportunity will give you the possibility to decide whether flying is something you would like to continue
doing.
Good luck

2. Declaration
I understand and acknowledge that these activities have inherent dangers that no amount of care, caution,
instruction, or expertise can eliminate and I expressly voluntary assume a risk of death or personal injury sustained
by participating in these activities. I am aware that many life- and accidentinsurances do not cover injuries
sustained through hang-, para- or speedgliding activities.
I have informed those responsible for the day of introduction of any illness I have which may affect the activity
including, but not limited to, diabetes, epilepsy, heart disease etc.
I hereby release and discharge the instructor and NLF/HPS (including NLF’s associated clubs) or any of NLF’s
(including NLF’s associated clubs’) officers, directors and members from any and all liability, claims, demands or
causes of action that I hereafter may have for injuries, damages or death arising out of my participation on the day
of introduction.
I further declare and agree, with effect also for my heirs/relatives, that I will not sue or make claim against
NLF/HPS (including NLF’s associated clubs) or any of NLF’s (including NLF’s associated clubs’) officers, directors and
members for damages or other losses sustained as a result of my participation on the day of introduction.
I have read this form and release of liability and I fully understand its contents and meaning, and sign it of my own
free will.

_____________
Place and date

________________________
Signature of participant

___________________________
Name in capital letters

If the participant is younger than 18 years of age, he/she must have the signature of both parents to confirm that
they agree that their son/daughter can participate on a day of introduction to hang-, para- or speedgliding.
_____________________________
Signature of parent

__________________________________
Name in capital letters

_____________________________
Signature of parent

__________________________________
Name in capital letters
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